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Light Truck/SUV Max Off-Road All-Season The aggressive and next-generation off-road tire that offers exceptional off-road capacity and durability, balanced by impressive performance on the road. Three-bladed snowflake and co-ladling offer safe driving in all weather conditions. StabiliTread Technology - Balanced road
performance with off-road life. DuraGen Technology - Off-road life.Comfort Balance Technology - A comfortable and quiet ride on the street. Three-top snowflake - Better snow traction. Watch the A/TX GrabberTM in action. We've never lost traction anywhere during a nearly three-hour trek along the beginner route. I had
the impression that they would be a good choice for a driver who wants a daily driver who can dabble in light off-road or overlanding. Billy Rehbock – Automobile Magazine Robust compound with excellent cutting and chip resistance while maintaining flexibility in cold temperatures. Traction notches for greater grip in dirt,
snow and all loose surfaces. The five-line tread pattern for high-density multi-angle traction edges provides off-road grip in each direction Alternating shoulder paddles that allow for an open and wide grip area for greater grip on rocks and extreme off-roading. An absorption layer under the tread isolates the vehicle from
road disturbances for more comfortable and enjoyable driving Questions? We have answers. Call us at 800-847-3349 or email us. LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL LOAD INDEX 95Q / SPEED SYMBOL 104S LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 109S LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 108R LOAD INDEX / SPEED
SYMBOL 113Q LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 104/101S LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 108T LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 120/116S LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 120/116S INDEX LOAD/ SPEED SYMBOL 123/120S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 126/123R LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 124/12 1R
LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 127/124R LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 115T LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 121R LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 124R LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 120/117 LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 119/1 16S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 121/118S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED
SYMBOL 121/118S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 121/118R LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 121/118S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 123R SPEED SYMBOL 124/121S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 123/120S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 125/122S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 122/119S LOAD
INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 125/122S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED INDEX 120T LOAD INDEX/ SPEED INDEX 114S/ SPEED SYMBOL 121R LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 121/118S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 115/112T LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 119/116S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 126/123S LOAD
INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 117/114T LOAD INDEX / SPEED SYMBOL 125/122S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 121/118S LOAD INDEX/ SPEED SYMBOL 126S Presentation of new General Grabber ATX off-road tires - An overview and review of the 5th Generation 4RunnerI have an 80-mile round trip to work. So I
have a new 4Runner. And I found myself in an interesting situation that most people probably won't experience. I needed a 4×4 since I drive from Donner Pass, CA, back to Reno, NV, 4 days a week. So when I bought my 4Runner, it was just before a big storm that brought down a couple of inches of wet snow in the
mountain passes. And, therefore, triggering the first chain control scenario of the winter season. When I bought my 4Runner, I wanted to make sure I didn't have to chain myself to get over the pace during the storm. The tires that arrived on my 2019 SR5 model were Bridgestone Dueler H/T 684 II All-Season tires. These
tires can go through the chain controls without having to be out in the cold chaining the vehicle, myself. I immediately told myself that these Bridgestone tires barely have to meet all-terrain standards. I came to this conclusion after my 80-mile journey through wet snow/mud while driving on the highway. I have to level up
very steeply to get to my job. This provided a great test of what the tires would look like for the season. The search for off-road tires I decided to go out and look for a new set of tires that could go through the 80 mile journey with very little effort and reassurance that I could overcome even the inclement weather. One of
my buying points for tires was the designation of the mountain snowflake. Tyres bearing the designation of mountain snowflake are tested to meet or exceed harsh winter conditions, more than that of a normal M+T tire. When I went shopping for my new tire set I also wanted an off-road tire compared to a mud-ground
tire. Since most of my driving is on highway and city roads, this was the most reasonable choice for me. I also wanted to have a good percentage of capacity on the trails, so I settled on the General Grabber ATX tires. These are currently a new version of General that features updates from the general outbound Grabber
AT2s.General Grabber ATX off-road tires were purchased in stock sizes 265/70/17. I went with P-rated tires instead of LT graded tires because I don't tow anything, and since I almost never go on any terrain that would justify a LT tire, the P rated Grabber ATXs was the sensible choice in my book. Other options
availableYou can also order a set of ATX Grabbers with studs. I hadn't dotted them, but having the option like these studded tires is nice. If you are in an area that and ensures the use of studs for additional traction, studded tires are beautiful. So far I have had no problem crossing the Donner Pass and surroundings in
adverse weather conditions. I experienced snow, ice, rain, mud and light mud without any problems regarding traction with this tire. It far exceeds the warehouse Bridgestone tires I had on the 4Runner when I first purchased the vehicle. Spare tires and gas my replacement tire was also replaced with an ATX Grabber and
adapted to the warehouse position under the vehicle without any problems. This tire had a deeper lug than the Bridgestone tire which was mounted on the spare part, so I was worried it wouldn't fit, but of course you can mount this tire and a larger tire in the reserve area as well. I noticed that my gas mileage didn't go
down either. I attribute this to the additional weight that these tires carry when they reach 41 LBS compared to Bridgestone 39 LBS tires, which is a very negligible difference when it comes to the total added weight. Grabber ATX tyres are also available with a larger lug model than Bridgestone 14/32 tyres compared to
11/32 for standard Duelers. General Grabber on road performanceThe 4Runner's ride has also softened a bit on highway and city roads. General Grabber ATX tires have their own proprietary technology called Comfort Balance™. Passing holes and highway joints was much more comfortable than the Bridgestones
which were replaced. This comfort has also translated into the rocky terrain that we have here on the trails. Even without airing from 32 PSI I, he was able to go beyond sink that would normally drop my phone from the stand with much less jarring. There was no obvious road noise on the highway at speeds ranging from
65 MPH to 80 MPH. I also didn't experience any full-block rubbing forward or reverse outside my driveway. Final thoughtsAll I am very satisfied with my purchase of General Grabber ATX tires. And I'm probably going to keep buying from the General for any of my tire needs. I love the aggressive look it gave the 4Runner
on bridgestone stock tires and the serious amount of safety and grip provided when crossing trails or mountain passes. My more than 1,000 miles of travel through varying temperatures and conditions have already stuck on these tires in my opinion. If you're on the market for a new tire and you're looking at all the terrain,
I strongly suggest you climb the GRABBER ATX tires and the entire General tyre line as well. They have great mileage guarantees and a 45-day trial period for Grabber ATX tires in case you're hesitant to go with General tires. To conclude, I have a side shot of my SR5 4Runner warehouse height with General Grabber
ATX tires. Questions or comments, leave them below! 50,000 MileTread Warranty Grabber A/T XAll Terrain - Studdable The General Grabber A/T X is the next generation off-road tire developed by General Tire to balance off-road capabilities with on the road. A special absorption layer beneath the tread surface
increases driving comfort, while its five-line tread model uses multi-angle traction technology to provide grip in every direction. The Grabber A/T X has alternating corner notches and shoulder palettes for greater loose material traction along with large protective gashs. It also has a 50,000-mile tread life guarantee for all
sizes. Write an Open Country C/TGrabber AT 2Discoverer REVIEW ST MAXXCourser CXTM-55 Browse All Terrain Studdable Tires - Vehicle Tires by Size by Diameter Select Make Acura Alfa Romeo American Motors Aston Martin Audi Bentley BMW Buick Cadillac Chevrolet Chrysler Datsun Dodge Eagle Ferrari
Ferrari Ford Genesis Geo GM C Honda Hummer Hyundai Infiniti Isuzu Jaguar Jeep Kia Lamborghini Land Rover Lexus Lincoln Lotus Maserati Maybach Mazda McLaren Mercedes-Benz Mercury Mini MG Mitsubishi Nissan Oldsmobile Plymouth Pontiac Porsche Ram Rolls Royce Saab Saleen Saturn Scion Smart Subaru
Suzuki Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Select Year Select Model Select Option The Outworld crew is constantly on the road. Let us be real: we all strive for legitimate land and off-road expeditions, but it is not that we are crossing the Darién Gap to get there. The reality is that the concrete jungle we aim to escape also
facilitates a significant part of our travels. So, unless you're towing your plant to the end of the road, it's safe to assume that quality and control on the road are as much a consideration as the time spent in the rough. Enter the Grabber A/T X - General Tire's latest off-road installment and further proof of their commitment



to the segment in the future. Our 2007 4Runner and 2005 GX470 were designed from the start with on and off-road balance in mind, and all terrain tires were standard from day one. How would they live up to the former BF Goodrich K/O2 we've managed over the last couple of years? Our 2000 4Runner is the bruise, but
it also deserves a little more comfort on those long shots. Would we sacrifice off-road control in return? These were some of the questions we were going into, and it was not possible to answer them overnight. Product reviews are something we take seriously. Part of the creation of Outworld has been our commitment to
due diligence in testing, so readers can have a more realistic sense of what to expect when making these larger purchases. No one can get a complete picture from a one-hour demo event, so we again chose to delay any news until we had proper time with these tires. After a few thousand kilometers of testing across the
time and terrain range, on three different platforms, with direct comparison bases from both the leading muddy terrain and all ground tires, we are ready to share our thoughts. Overview: General Tire Grabber A/ T X Eastern Sierra Nevada Mountains Cleveland National Forest, CA Aesthetically, The Grabber A/T X the
familiar tread model of their long-standing AT2, an all-mild but reliable terrain, and an aggressive side wall reminiscent of other segment leaders. There was speculation that AT/X would replace General Tire's AT2, so we contacted Brian Beierwaltes, Senior Manager Marketing, Passenger &amp; &amp; Tires for trucks for
general tires, for confirmation. Yes, the A/T X will replace the AT2, Beierwaltes said. The AT2 has been a very successful tire, but it's been on the market for quite some time. We took what made the AT2 so good from a performance perspective and improved on it to create the A/T X. We made the side wall more
aggressive and added a raised white letter option. For those hard-to-die AT2 fans looking for something more modest, General Tire covers you. At the same time we introduced the APT, which completes the A/T X, for those looking for a tire that is driven mainly on the road but also has off-road capabilities, Beierwaltes
added. Looking at General Tire's off-road wallet, an aggressive tire for all terrains was the missing piece of puzzle. Their original Red-Letter Grabber, first featured on the 2010 4Runner in the Baja 1000, was replaced by the Grabber X3. And with its strong grip in the muddy terrain segment, the A/T X is General Tire's
next logical step. After a rather lukewarm reception by the BF Goodrich KO2, the king of the hill on all the grounds at the moment does not have a decisive ruler. As the tires were mounted on our test benches, a snow/ice storm descended on our local mountains. All terrain spends a lot of time on the roads, so commuting
scenarios are as important as trail testing. We spent the morning bouncing between rugged roads and icy trails, and quickly acclimatized to their determination in management. This was our first taste of inclement road behavior before heading north for more extreme conditions, and this quick journey back and forth made
us anxious for the next challenge. We're known in the Eastern Sierra for extensive snow testing, and we met with a blizzard that produced several inches per hour. Perfect. The storm dumped up eight feet at higher altitudes, and stationed just under 8,000 feet for this test segment we received the weight of the snowfall.
Deep powder testing began the day before expected after an avalanche forced the Mammoth Mountain ski area to close. We hid the skis and boards and took off to the public lands a few miles east of the city. As we experienced in Monte Laguna on a lighter scale, confidence on paved roads was strong. The three-
bladed mountain snowflake rating (3PMSF) is sported by some models, and it was surprising to hear this level of assurance on this scale through a literal blizzard. For drivers who spend a lot of time Winter conditions, the optional costability of the A/T X offers the opportunity for even better performance. That confidence
followed us to the beginning of the trail, where the plough path was finished and the pristine dust began. A foot of fluffy white stuff quickly rose to 2-3 feet as we climbed the mountain, with silky drifts reaching 4-6 feet. The control was consistent and almost encouraged you to find the deepest lines. Sometimes it would go
down to 2-wheel drive, and to our delight the trucks kept tracking and trudging with an impressive grip. We met our game on a snow pile of over 4 feet, where the lack of momentum finally stopped our '07 4Runner. Anything other than a rubber track conversion system would have met the same fate. Simply put, this is the
best tire I've ever used in the snow. For total transparency, we spend only a week or two a year in fresh powder so deep (unfortunately), so there may be others with a larger and more consistent sample size. However, we have had several years of winter testing with many test platforms and we have all experienced a
tangible increase in control over previous configurations. We put another thousand miles on the road to break the summer and winter portions of the tests, and the road ways, tracking, noise and comfort showed no noticeable decline. And, frankly, you shouldn't expect anything less from any respectable terrain at this
stage. This style is widespread and well developed, and consumers can expect a certain standard of things to do regardless of brand. Equally important can be the things they do not do: wear bad side walls, fatisci and other damage to overall longevity. Only time will tell for AT/X, but their history in previous iterations
inspires confidence in future miles. Our next test phase took us mountains east of San Diego, offering short runs on trails full of rock crawling. Not only was this a great time to test their dirty manners, but also fully loaded management. We threw onto the 150-pound ARB Simpson III roof tent along with the full set-up of
the camp and headed for a higher altitude. As for the Lexus, we've tied two standard-sized dual sports to a trailer attachment. For the amount of weight on the wheels, at the top of the truck and in the cab, I was surprised by the driving comfort and stability along the way to the mountains on both wagons. We reached one
of our favorite weekend routes for a more accurate comparative base and the results were enjoyable. Our 2007 4Runner and 2005 GX470 have maintained traction similar to their previous terrain with a slight improvement in off-road comfort. As for the 2000 4Runner, there were sections where all-wheel drive was
sufficient with the Grabber X3s. This time it took a little more momentum to avoid the transfer case. All three drivers came away impressed by the comfort and fluidity in that they provided without any significant decrease in performance. From the finger point of view, the A/T X is available in 11 lbs lighter than their muddy
terrain counterpart X3 in the 35x1250r17 variant - the feeling was immediately noticeable in the 2000 4Runner pedal. I miss the aggression of the X3, but the gains in power and economy are more than that. Aside from the mud I try to avoid these days, the A/T X offers similar capabilities across most other surfaces
without the roughest road For the 285/70R17, its weight is right in line with other aggressive terrain at 57.5 lbs - heavier than the 56-pound Toyo Open Country ATII, but lighter than the BF Goodrich KO2 at 58.16. As for direct comparisons on all terrain, the other two team members are markedly impressed across the first
thousand miles. Balancing on both platforms required less weight per tire, and both reported a softer, quieter ride without sacrificing the skills they expect. General Tire invested heavily in the quality of the ride and street noise which was evident in their Grabber X3 - a relatively quiet and smooth ride considering its true
M/T design. It is safe to assume that they continue to build on these investments in the A/T X. The Grabber A/T X is offered in most of the desired sizes for off-road applications, but some of those special sizes like 255/85 are not currently represented. We currently have 40 sizes available in rim diameter 14-20, but we
continue to monitor market demand in order to add the right size. We plan to have additional sizes available in the next 12 months, Beierwaltes said. 3,000 miles later, the tread edges, side wall and rubber composition all look new. Street noise, mannerisms, traction, snowflake evaluation and the history of its design
infuse considerable tranquility. The time we spend with action sports often takes us to extreme places, and it seems that this tire lives up to any challenge of your choice, including the road that takes you there. Bottom line The aesthetics of familiar design can paint a false picture of following the leader, but General Tire's
precedent of longevity and ability in the all terrain category was established a long time ago with the AT2. It is clear that they have developed an already impressive product in an attempt to carve out a piece of the highly competitive and thriving aggressive AT segment. From our experience and other initial reviews, they
are on the right track and gaining traction. Traction.
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